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What are my strengths and how can I use them optimally at
work? How does the right task find the right person? Why are
some successful and others are not?
To correctly assess the potentials of ourselves and of others is
the key for a cooperative and constructive collaboration.
Based on the typology by Myers/Briggs, Stefanie Stahl and
Christian Bernreiter present the basics of type-oriented team
building. By using a personality test, individual strength
profiles can be generated: Extroverts are great in
communicating with clients, abstract people in creating
concepts and decisive ones in righting mistakes. Thus success
comes no longer by accident but is created through a perfect
use of all team members.
• Germany's most successful psychologist and management
expert show how it's done
• Finding the optimal team structure with personality tests
• #1 Spiegel bestselling author with more than 1.2 million
copies sold
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